Water Ritual
by Blayze

Circle is cast, Quarters called, Witches Rune

Additional items
* shells
* aspergum and bowl
* large silver bowl
* small silver bowl
* small shells
* crystal ball

Large silver bowl contains crystal ball and small shells. It is filled with water to cover the crystal ball.


Guardian 1 walks around the circle and gives everyone a large shell. She speaks to them about the nature of water.

I am the ebb and flow of life
I am the tears of joy and sorrow
I am the salmon returning home
I am the ocean deep
I am the river that flows into the sea
I am the mountain stream
I am the moon-kissed pool
I am the tides of healing
I am the sip of the waters of life
I am the storm conjured wave
I am the flood of change
etc.

Everyone is led into a slow spiral dance. They hold their shells as they walk.

At the end of the spiral, everyone sits and is led into the water meditation by Guardian 2.

When the meditation is ended, participants are called individually to water guardian 1.

They are asperged by the water and then instructed to fill their shell from the small silver bowl in front of the guardian.

They then are asked to make an offering of the water into the large silver bowl. They libate their water into the bowl and place their shell next to the large bowl. They then draw a water invoking pentagram in the water, keeping the centre of the pentagram above the crystal ball.

They scry through the pentagram into the crystal, by the light of the moon.

When they have finished, the take one of the small from the large bowl and take it to the 2nd water guardian. They give the shell to the guardian and say what they saw in the crystal.

They then return to the circle.

